"The travel market continues to benefit from a strong US economy and continued interest in travel. As travel loyalty programs innovate to provide a wider variety of ways to accrue and redeem points and miles, members are still most interested in rewards that help reduce travel costs."

- Gina Cavato, Lifestyles & Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- Despite interest in experiences, members want cash-back bonuses and gift cards
- Young, avid travelers are least likely to be loyalty program members
- Relatively few members feel their loyalty pays off
- Membership doesn’t mean “loyalty”

DID YOU KNOW? This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a more holistic view of this market
Frequent Travel Programs - US - June 2017

The above prices are correct at the time of publication, but are subject to change due to currency fluctuations.
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Free hotel nights and free flights are most in-demand rewards
Monetary rewards are most likely to be redeemed
Young adults and men put more effort into comparing programs
Programs have room for improvement
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Frequent travel program members prefer programs without annual fees
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Hispanics look for high point to dollar ratio and anniversary rewards
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Program members want free night stays and free flights
Figure 22: Desired rewards, by hotels and airlines, March 2017

“Free” rewards rule: women want easier travel, men want airline perks
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34% of program members aged 18-44 want complimentary in-flight WiFi
Figure 24: Desired rewards – Airline items – Complimentary in-flight WiFi, by age, March 2017

Business travelers want flight upgrades, priority, and in-flight perks
Figure 25: Desired rewards – Airline items, by type of past year travel, March 2017

Reward Options Likely to Redeem

Program members want cash-back bonuses and gift cards
Figure 26: Reward options likely to redeem, March 2017

Experience-based rewards elicit greater interest among young travelers
Figure 27: Reward options likely to redeem – Select items, by age, March 2017

Sporting events, tech, cooking classes pique Hispanics’ interest
Figure 28: Reward options likely to redeem – Select items, by race and Hispanic origin, March 2017

Engagement with Loyalty Programs

37% use points for travel, 26% belong to a program they never use
Figure 29: Engagement with loyalty programs, March 2017

Men are more likely to invest time and money in their loyalty programs
Figure 30: Engagement with loyalty programs – Select items, by gender, March 2017

Under 25s are most likely to compare programs before they join
Figure 31: Engagement with loyalty programs – Compare programs before joining, by age, March 2017

Travelers don’t feel they earn enough points for the rewards they want
Figure 32: Engagement with loyalty programs – Select items, by type of past year travel, March 2017
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Attitudes toward Loyalty Programs

Programs have opportunities for improvement to boost loyalty
Figure 33: Attitudes toward loyalty programs, March 2017

35% of members only book travel through travel rewards programs
Figure 34: Travel booking loyalty segments, March 2017

Program Professionals are highly engaged, aware of loyalty program offerings
Figure 35: Attitudes toward loyalty programs – Dedication, by travel booking loyalty segments, March 2017

Program Professionals think they can find a better deal on their own
Figure 36: Attitudes toward loyalty programs – Struggles, by travel booking loyalty segments, March 2017

Loyalty programs have room to improve
Figure 37: Attitudes toward loyalty programs – Program improvements, by travel booking loyalty segments, March 2017
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